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WaveData would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year!
 

POST-BREXIT MEDICINE SUPPLY TO NORTHERN IRELAND MEDICINES
UPDATE
Under the Northern Ireland Protocol (NIP), medicines moving from GB to NI are required to comply with the EU
Pharmaceutical Acquis. This creates a number of additional and duplicative regulatory barriers which risk the
continuity of supply for medicines moving into NI. Negotiations are underway to seek a bilateral agreement with the
EU to tackle these problems. In order to support this, it is essential that we do everything we can to ensure that our
regulations are fit for purpose, regardless of the outcome of these negotiations, and that the supply of medicines to
patients in Northern Ireland is not put at risk. The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA),
and officials from the Department for Health and Social Care (DHSC), have been working closely with officials from
the Northern Ireland Department of Health (DHNI) in recent months to design a robust contingency measure which
can be operational, if necessary, to support the flow of medicines into Northern Ireland from 1 January 2022.

To read more
http://ow.ly/Akyk50Hfgxq

http://ow.ly/Akyk50Hfgxq
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Novartis is taking its massive R&D budget and targeting not just the current pandemic, but a host of
coronaviruses. Novartis is designing "a once-a-day pill that could address many coronaviruses, safe and simple
enough for even prophylactic use," said Jay Bradner, M.D., president of the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical
Research. Novartis is in the preclinical phase for this program, has found that the main protease is not limited
to just SARS-CoV-2 but rather is highly genetically conserved across many coronaviruses. The idea, then, is to
not just try to fight the current pandemic, but to build a pan-coronavirus platform that can help us fight the
next.

To read more:

https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/novartis-working-pan-coronavirus-pill-eyes-2022-human-testing?
fr=operanews

The Welsh government has announced that it will give millions of pounds in funding to Pharmacies in Wales as
they will start offering “an extended range of services” from April next year. Under the deal, funding for the new
community pharmacy clinical service – which will see pharmacies offer services including treatment for
“common minor ailments and some forms of emergency and regular contraception” – will increase from £11.4
million to £20m per year by 2024.
 
The government has also pledged to increase funding for independent prescribing services from £1.2m to
£20.2m per year by 2024. The changes mean patients will have accessible and convenient NHS services closer
to home which will in turn free up GP and other NHS services for patients with more complex needs.

To read more:

https://gov.wales/wider-range-services-be-provided-pharmacies-across-wales

NOVARTIS WORKS ON PAN-CORONAVIRUS PILL

PHARMACIES IN WALES TO RECEIVE FUNDING

 

A new needle-free vaccine, developed by the University of Southampton using DIOSvax technology is being
trialled in the UK. The vaccine uses a jet of air to push through the skin rather than a needle and differs from the
mechanism found in Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. “This isn't simply ‘yet another’ coronavirus vaccine as it has
both COVID-19 variants and future coronaviruses in its sights,” said Saul Faust, clinical chief investigator and
director of the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Southampton Clinical Research Facility. “This
technology could give wide-ranging protection to huge numbers of people worldwide.”

To read more
https://www.pharmatimes.com/news/needle_free_covid-19_vaccine_trialled_in_uk_1385280?
utm_campaign=emig+news+alert&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Emig+Newsletter

NEEDLE FREE COVID-19 VACCINE

https://www.dailyadvent.com/tag/novartis
https://www.dailyadvent.com/tag/jay-bradner
https://www.dailyadvent.com/tag/md
https://www.dailyadvent.com/tag/novartis-institutes-for-biomedical
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/novartis-working-pan-coronavirus-pill-eyes-2022-human-testing?fr=operanews
https://www.pharmatimes.com/news/needle_free_covid-19_vaccine_trialled_in_uk_1385280?utm_campaign=emig+news+alert&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Emig+Newsletter
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Wavedata looked at the decline in the market price for generics launched since 2012 and compared this with
the number of generic manufacturers shown in the price lists they collect. A total of 186 products were
analysed, and any generic manufacturer or licence holder was included, provided they were actually selling a
product. 

The scatter of data points in the graph demonstrates that the more generic license holders there are
competing for market share, the greater the decline in the price. As an example a generic product launched
with just a single license holder tended on average to fall to about half its starting price, whereas a product
with as many as 15 license holders will probably end up at just a few percent of its starting price.

Obviously this analysis ignores factors such as the drug tariff price, category M and the difficulty of
manufacture, but it suggests that it may be possible to forecast ongoing generic prices.

Wavedata collect these prices from pharmacies and dispensing doctors, and have been doing so since the year
2000. Each month over 100,000 prices are collected for generics, parallel imports, UK brands and devices, and
this timely information is added to the Wavedata Live system every 15 minutes, and the historic al information
is used to produce analyses like these.

GENERIC PRODUCT PRICE DECLINE
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Covid-19 cases were already beginning to surge around the world before scientists in South Africa identified the
omicron variant. 

Two Covid antiviral treatments developed by Merck and Pfizer are seen by some public health officials as key to
controlling renewed outbreaks, especially for areas that lack access to vaccines or face large numbers of people
who refuse to take them.

Several Indian pharmaceutical manufacturers with licenses to develop generic versions of Merck and Pfizer’s
Covid-19 antiviral pills are ramping up their capacities to make them, but they’re still awaiting emergency use
authorizations from the Indian government.

The antiviral that’s the furthest along is molnupiravir as a Covid-19 treatment for mild to moderate cases. It was
originally developed as a flu treatment that was repurposed by Merck and its partner Ridgeback Biotherapeutics.
So far, the drug has been authorized for use in the U.K. and Denmark.

To read more:

https://www.allsides.com/news/2021-12-19-0834/indian-pharmaceutical-manufacturers-are-ready-bring-covid-
antivirals-world

INDIAN PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS TO BRING COVID
ANTIVIRALS TO THE WORLD

PRICE WATCH UK... TOPIRAMATE TABLETS DOMINATE
NOVEMBER RISES IN UK

Topiramate tablets took four places in our table of average UK generic price rises for November 2021, as prices
as much as trebled for the epilepsy treatment. However, one product ranked even higher with a 231% average
price rise. Topiramate tablets dominated UK generic price rises in November, according to the latest figures
from WaveData, with four strengths of the epilepsy treatment appearing in our table of Biggest Risers as average
prices to UK independent pharmacists as much as trebled last month.

To see more go to https://generics.pharmaintelligence.informa.com/ and view our article from this month’s
Generics Bulletin.

WaveData  

Subscribe to the industry's comprehensive source of news and analysis.  
www.generics-bulletin.com

https://generics.pharmaintelligence.informa.com/
http://www.generics-bulletin.com/
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  This bulletin now goes out to 5500 plus people.
 

If you would like to add or suggest any articles or comments, please let me know by the 19th
January 2022, as I will be issuing the next bulletin on the 26th January 2022.

If you have any colleagues who would like to receive this, please let them know about it. 
You can view all copies of the Bulletin at https://www.wavedata.co.uk/kb/

Jackie Moss
WaveData Ltd
E-mail: bulletin@wavedata.co.uk
Twitter @wavedata
LinkedIn:https://www.linkedin.com/company/wavedata-ltd/

According to WaveData, these were the most commonly investigated products in searches of the
online pricing data Wavedata Live accessed through www.wavedata.co.uk/login.

Both UK and PI prices were viewed for each product, giving some indication of where the focus was to
December 2021. WaveData prices in the top 20 articles are averages.

WAVEDATA — TOP TEN SEARCHED PRODUCTS - WHERE
THE FOCUS WAS TO DECEMBER 2021

https://www.wavedata.co.uk/kb/


FUTURE EVENTS


